Faculty member or graduate student:
Dr. Ximena Arriaga
Dr. Rong Su

Description of reading topics
Readings will focus on the following topics:
Effective training to improve diversity culture in work and campus settings
Practices to enhance the educational and career advancement of women and minorities in academic settings
Benefits of and backlash in diversity training and other interventions
Learning environments that predict v. undermine well-being

Description of undergraduate participation
This reading course will require students to identify, read, summarize, and discuss published work on specific topic related to diversity and inclusion. Students will work with several scholars who study diversity and inclusion.

Number of assistants needed
1-2

Contact information
Nichole Schulz: schulzn@purdue.edu

Additional comments
Interested students should send a copy of their resume to Nicole Schulz. Select candidates will be sent an application and a screening task, which involves reading and summarizing a short empirical article that will be provided. Students will be selected based on a demonstrated ability to summarize and describe key findings from the designated article.